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ABSTRACT 
Connections are established between Hankel-norm approximation, the problem of 
finding approximating subspaces in the Hilbert space Z2, and stability and instability 
of control systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the years it has become more and more evident that operator theory 
can be of great help in analyzing linear dynamical systems and in particular 
control systems (see e.g. [6]). Th’ p p 1s a er aims at establishing further connec- 
tions between control theory and the theory of Hankel operators. We were 
motivated to do this work by results that interpreted robustness properties of 
control systems from the point of view of the geometry between the graph 
spaces of the plant and the controller (see e.g. [13,1]). Let 
35 =Ax + Bu, x(O) =x0> 
y = Cx + Du 
be a finite-dimensional linear continuous-time system, which we do not 
necessarily assume to be stable. By taking the Laplace transform and assum- 
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ing x,, = 0, we obtain the transfer function G(s) = C(sI - A)-‘B + D, 
which is a matrix-valued proper rational function (see e.g. [lo]). In the 
transform domain the linear system can be seen as acting as a multiplication 
operator on the Hardy space ZZ, which can be interpreted as the space of 
Laplace transforms of the space L’([O, a]). Since we are dealing with multi- 
variable systems, these are spaces of vector-valued functions. For conve- 
nience of notation we will however often drop the corresponding indices. 
With the transfer function G we will associate the graph .9(G) of the 
multiplication operator with symbol G, i.e. the graph of the operator M,:xZ 
+Zg; f * G$ Clearly, if the system is not stable and therefore G has poles 
in the closed right half plane, then M, will not be defined on the whole of 
+Pz. 
In order to obtain a workable representation of the graph of M, we need 
to introduce coprime factorizations (see e.g. [15]). The factorization G = 
NM-I (G = klG> is a right (left) coprime factorization of G if N, M E 
%A??~ (G, M E 9S?J, the space of proper real rational functions with poles 
only in the open left half plane, and N, M (N, M) are right (left) cogrime, 
i.e. there exist X, Y’ E 9Zm (X, Y E 9’Zm) such that -XN + YM = Z 
( - i'?X + 6Y = Z). The factorization is called normalized if moreover N * N 
+ M" M = Z (k%* + Ah?* = Z). Given a right coprime factorization G = 
NM - ', the graph of M, can be characterized as 
g(G) = 
In what follows we will make much use of the following geometric notions 
in a Hilbert space H (see e.g. [8,12,16]). In our case the Hilbert space H 
will be the space ZZ X Zz. Let A, B c H be two closed subspaces; then it is 
possible to define the minimal angle and the gap between these two spaces as 
follows: 
cos O,,,in(A, B) = 
Ku, v>l 
ue:;EB Ilull ldl ’ 
Omi”(A, B) E LO, r/21, and 
gap( A, B) = IIP, - pBll, 
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where PC denotes the orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace C. 
Alternatively the sine of the minimal angle can be defined by 
where the skew projection PAllB is defined by PAIIB: A + B + A, u + 0 +S u, 
u E A, u E B. The skew projection is well defined on the Hilbert space H if 
H = A + B and A II B = 0. The skew projection is bounded if and only if 
6&( A, B) > 0. The following relationships hold: 
cos Omin( A, B) = IIP,P,II = IIP,P,II = sup dist(u, A’), 
UEB, llull=1 
where dist$u, A’) = inf,, AlllU - z) 11. The gap between two spaces can be 
characterized as follows: 
gap( A, B) = max{llPAPB~lI, IIPA~P~II} 
= max{cos O,,,( A, B ‘), cos 6,,,( B, Al)} 
=max sup dist(u, B), sup 
UEA, /lull= 1 OEB, Ilull= 
dist(v, A)]. 
If gap(A, B) < 1 then IIP,P,lII = IIP,lP,II. 
The central issue in the area of control theory is the stabilization of 
unstable systems by a controller K. With a controller K we associate the 
so-called transposed graph Fr(K> of the controller, i.e., if K = W-’ is a 
right coprime factorization of K, then 
2FT(K) := 
In 1131 the following equivalent conditions were proved for a controller K to 
stabilize the plant G. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G = NM-’ = k’s be a tight (left) coprime fac- 
torization of a p X m plant G, and let K = W-l = ?-‘l? be a right (left) 
coprime factorization of a controller K. Then the following statements are 
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(SO) the control system (G, K) is internally stable, i.e. 
w the function -i’kJ + Ah is invertible in 9X’_, 
cm the function - 6N + I?M is invertible in .S.Z_, 
63) S”(G) + 2YT(K> =X’;+m, 
64) 
65) 
PLF~CKjI~HG) = [S’?T(K)I’, 
~~i”([~?(G)I’ 1 [~‘(K>l’> > 0, 
66) gap(g(G>, [.F(K>l’> < 1. 
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Conditions (Sl) and (S2) are the classical conditions for internal stability 
of a control system (see e.g. [15]). A substantial part of this paper will be 
devoted to an extension of these results to the case when the control system 
has a certain number of unstable poles. 
In [I31 it was argued that O,,,([~(G>] ,1@(K)]‘> is a good indicator 
for how far away a control system is from instability. When designing a 
controller for a given plant G it therefore appears natural to try to find the 
controller that maximizes this angle, i.e. to find a controller K, such that 
emin([gCG)l’  [gT(KO)l’) = sup K proper rational ‘mi,([g(G)I’ ) [gT(~)IL) 
It was shown in [I3, Section 6] that such a controller does exist and that it in 
fact coincides with the optimally robust controller with respect to normalized 
coprime factor uncertainty as studied in [ 111. Th is controller is characterized 
through the solution of the following Nehari extension problem: K, = U,V~‘, 
where 
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where G = i&‘G is a normalized left conrime factorization of G. and 
H 2* 1 1 
is the Hankel operator with symbol 
-c* 
L The&-em 1.1 gives characterizations of stability in terms of the graph of 
the system and the transposed graph of the controller. It has been shown [13] 
that internal stability is equivalent to the minimal angle between the orthogo- 
nal complement of the graph associated with the system and the orthogonal 
complement of the transposed graph associated with the controller being 
greater than zero. Therefore, if the system is unstable, there exists an 
intersection between these subspaces. One of the aims of this paper is to 
characterize the intersection between these two subspaces. As this subspace is 
orthogonal to both the graph space associated with the system and the 
transposed graph space associated with the controller, the closed-loop system 
behaves as a stable system on this span of these graph spaces. This characteri- 
zation enables most of the stability conditions in Theorem 1.1 to be general- 
ized to unstable closed-loop systems with a finite number of poles in the open 
right half plane. Also, the angles between these subspaces can be calculated 
from expressions that involve the normalized coprime factors of the plant and 
the controller. Finally, one further condition for closed-loop stability in terms 
of the index of a Fredholm operator is briefly explored. 
The notation used throughout this paper is standard in the control 
literature [6]. For a matrix M E 8 Px m or PP Xm, M * denotes its transpose, 
M* its conjugate transpose, gm,, (M) its maximum singular value, oj its i th 
singular value, and a,,,,( M > its minimum singular value. 
The Hardy spaces 2: and (3 i) L consist of all p-vector-valued func- 
tions f square-integrable on the imaginary axis with analytic continuations fr 
and fi into the right and the left plane, respectively, such that 
sup,>lJ "mllfr<x + iy)l12 dy < O" and sup,<n ~cO,llfi(x + iy)l12 dy < ~0. 
The Hilbert space _!Z2P is given by _YZf = 3 E CD (2 E) ’ , and the orthogonal 
projections P, and P_ map Z2P onto 3: and (Z’~)’ respectively. The 
norm of a function f E ZtJ is denoted IIf 112. The Hardy space 2 Exm 
consists of all p X uz essentially bounded measurable functions f on the 
imaginary axis with analytic continuation f in the right half plane such that 
sups ERHP IlfWl < 00. It is a subspace of 2QXm of all p x m bounded 
measurable functions on the imaginary axis. The Pm norm is defined by 
llGllm := ess up0 Es a;,,, [G(i w)]. The essential minimum on the imaginary 
axis is defined by r(G) := ess inf,, S ~,[G(iw)]. For a system G, G* 
denotes its complex conjugate transposed, i.e. G(s)* = G( -S)T. The space 
9%‘; denotes the subspace of 2; containing the real rational functions; 
similar definitions apply to the other spaces. ByZW, k is meant the subset of 
Pm consisting of functions that can be written as the sum of a function in SY_ 
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plus a proper rational function that has at most k poles in the open right half 
plane. 9,, denotes the set of rational square inner functions in x- of 
McMillan degree at most n. 
The domain and range of an operator 2 are denoted by g(Z) and 9(Z) 
respectively. The orthogonal projection operator onto a closed space & of 
9z is denoted by PA. Given a p X m symbol G, the multiplication operator 
M,: g( M,) -+ % F is defined by f * Gf. If G E~~P Xm, then the Laurent 
operator L,: 23; + 2$, the Hankel operator H,: A? r -+ (A? E) ’ , and the 
Toeplitz operator T,:Z F + Z i with symbol G are defined by f * Gf, 
f e PC2 &)I Gf, and f ++ Pz $Gf respectively. 
2. GRAPHS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS AND INSTABILITY 
The first definition generalizes the usual definition of internal stability 
(see e.g. [15]) to include closed-loop systems with a finite number of poles in 
the open right half plane. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given a p X m system and an m X p controller with 
transfer functions G and K respectively, then the pair (G, K) is called 
unstable to order k, k = 0, 1, . . . , if 
It is evident that a pair (G, K) is unstable to order k only if it is also 
unstable to order k - 1, and that a pair (G, K) is unstable to order zero if it 
is internally stable (see e.g. [I5]). 
It is noted that the set 9zm, k is not a linear space. However, the 
following statements hold for any transfer function Z E 9x’, k and Z @ 
2Zm.k-1: uz E 9?@Vm k and U + Z E 9zW k for any U E 39&m of appro- 
priate dimensions, and glso UZ e 9?zm k _ 1 if’ V is a unit, i.e. U E 92- and 
u-l E 9#Vm. 
The following result is a generalization of well-known stability criteria (see 
e.g. [ 151). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. -Suppose the p X m transfer function G has a r.c.f. 
(N, M) and a 1.c.f. (N, M), and the m X p transfer function K has a r.c.f. 
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(U, V) and a 1.c.f. (U, V). Then th e 0 f 11 owing statements are equivalent: 
(UO) The pair (G, K) is unstable to order k. 
(Ul) There exists a right inner-outer factorization, 
where 6 E %F Exp is an inner function of McMillan degree less than or 
equal to k and S, E 9% P,” p is a unit. The factors are unique up to right and 
a left multiplication, respectively by a constant unitay matrix. 
(U2) There exists a right inner-outer factorization 
where 0 E 9A?zX”’ is an inner function of McMillan degree less than or 
equal to k and S, E ~~~““’ is a unit. The factors are unique up to right 
and a left multiplication, respectively, by a constant unitary matrix. 
Proof. First note that by using the coprime factorizations of G and K 
we obtain 
G 
= [:, :‘I + [L] (Av-kl-l[~ -G]. 
We now show that (UO) implies (Ul). If the pair (G, K) is unstable_ to order 
k, this implies by the_ab_ove equation that [VT -UTIT(MV - NU)-‘[G 
41 E 5%2?Q. As (N, M) and (U, V) are left and right coprime, respec- 
tively, there exist X2 X, Y, Y E 9Z’Zm of appropriate dimensions such that 
MY - NX = I and YV - XU = 1. Hence 
As (kV - tiU)-“E 9Zm k and (A& - ii%) E %‘Z=, the function 6V - 
i’?U has an inner-outer factorization 6%’ - 6C.J = 6S,, such that S, is a unit 
in ZZm and 6 has McMillan degree less than or equal than k (see e.g. 
[3,9,2]). Such a factorization is unique up to right respectively left multiplica- 
tion by a constant unitary matrix. 
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To show that (Ul) implies (UO), 
that (iCV - P?U)-’ E s’Z_,, k 
note that the factorization in (Ul) implies 
which implies by the above equation that 
[; 71-l = [; :‘I + [ _q(iiv-titJ-l[G -ti] 
The equivalence of (UO) and (U2) is proved entirely analogously. n 
One of the aims of this section is to interpret the previous result from a 
geometric point of view by considering the graph of the plant and the graph 
of the controller. Before the main results of this section are stated, the 
following technical results are proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let d be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space SF. Zf Z is an 
invertible operator on 2, then the space Scan be decomposed as 
(1) x= Z(d) @ (z*>-‘(ddl), 
(2) ‘z=LV+ + (z*z)-‘(_!z?L), 
(3) S?= (z*zx&!Y) +dL. 
Proof. (1): As Z is an invertible operator on 2, the space Z(M) is 
closed. Now note that E @Z(d) = [S’(Z]&)]’ = Ker(P,Z*]z) = 
(Z*)-l~’ . This therefore implies the first identity. 
(2) and (3) follow immediately from the first decomposition on multiply- 
ing these expressions by Z-’ and Z* respectively. W 
For compactness of notation the operator Z, will_ be defined. Given a 
p X m transfer function G with normalized 1.c.f. (P?, M), the operator Zc is 
defined as 
Z, := T* 
[ :;*I’[ :;*I = ‘*[ >qT[ $]’ 
It has been shown in [18] that this is a positive boundedly invertible operator. 
It therefore has a positive square root, denoted by Zkl’, i.e. Zk1zZ&12 = Z, 
(see e.g. [16]). In [18] it was also shown that 
= [E'(G)]'. 
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In the following lemma this orthogonal complement is further decomposed. 
For ease of presentation we introduce the following notatio_n for subspac_es of 
this orthogonal complement. For a p X p inner function 0 and G = M-ii’? 
is a normalized left coprime factorization of G, set 
Z(G,6) := T ti* 
[ 1 
Z;‘(&;), -&i* 
F(G,6) := T 
We also need a similar notation that will be used to decompose the orthogo- 
nal complements of transposed graphs. For a m X m inner function 0 and 
K = q’-‘C a normalized left coprime factorization of K, set 
FT( K,O) := T _6* (3; 8 W;). 
[ 1 17 * 
LEMMA 2.4. Given-a p X m transfer function G, with normalized lef 
coprime factorization (N, M ), then the space A? g X 2 T can be decomposed 
as 
‘z ;+, =27(G) @ Z(G,@ @ F(G,6) 
for any innerfunction 0 E 923?m. _ Further, the orthogonal projection opera- 
tor onto the closed subspace Z(G, 0) can be written as 
Proof. By the remark preceding the statement of the lemma and the fact 
that Z, is boundedly invertible, we have that 
27 $+, = S'(G) cry T ti* 
[ 1 
Z~r/~(2?;). -$* 
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The orthogonal complement of the graph space of the system G can now be 
further decomposed as 
+ T RC Z,1/2[2f?; 0 (z;1’2&;)] 
[ 1 - d * 
=T G* Zc'(&;) +T 
[ 1 
Gk (A?; e&q), 
-G* 
[ 1 -pj* 
= Z(G,& + F(G,6), 
where the second line follows from the first decomposition in Lemma 2.3. 
These spaces are also orthogonal, as for any x E & 5 and y E (& i) ’ , 
(1.,~;*,zmpJ) = (Z,Z,lx, y> = (x, y> = 0. 
This completes the proof of the decomposition. 
The previous lemma is now used to show that the operator T,p Z,’ TG 
has a bounded inverse. Let % = X’ “2, Z = Zi ‘j2, and M = W II; then from 
the third decomposition of Lemma 2.3, 
Since T~dF+ i = 3 i and ker TG, = 2’ E 8 6%’ i , this equation implies that 
As the operator T+ Z,’ TG is self- d’ ’ a joint, this proves that it is bijective and 
that it therefore has bounded inverse; see e.g. Rudin [lb]. 
Therefore the operator 
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is bounded. Using the above decomposition it is straightforward to verify that 
Y2 = Y, YF(G, 0) = (01, YZ?(G) = (01, and 
YT Ai” 
[ 1 -><* Z,-‘Ttix for any XEZI;. 
This implies that Y = P,(,,e,,. n 
The n_ext proposition connects the_ unique right inner-outer factorizations 
of S = MV - NU and S = VM - UN directly to a decomposition of the 
space Z 2 rx”’ in terms of the graph space of the system G and the transposed 
graph of the controller K. Before proving the proposition we need to state a 
lemma that will also be of importance in later sections. 
LEMMA 2.5 (see e.g. [12, p. 201]>. Let Z be a Hilbeti space, and let 
&, 3 be closed subspaces of X’. Denote the orthogonal projection operator 
onto the space & as P&:Z + &, and the orthogonal projection onto A? 
restricted to the subspace B’ as Pti19: 9 -+B’; and use analogous notation 
for similar operations onto the subspace g. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) clos( P,& = 9, 
(ii) S?= clos(9’ +&>, 
(iii) S? fl&’ = {O}. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Pg& = g, 
(ii) 3?=9’ +& 
(iii) /IP,IP,II < 1. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Pgd=9,dn~L={o}, 
(ii) Z=S?‘I +&Z=&’ +SZ?, 
(iii) IIP,lP,II < 1, IIP,IP,II < 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Given the assumptions of Proposition 2.2: 
1. Let & E 9% P,“’ be an inner function. Then 
[t!?(G) + g”(K)] @ F(G, 6) =eF;+w (1) 
if and only af 
for some unit S, E 93 P,” p. 
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2. Let 0 E 93~x” be an inner function. Then 
[g(G) + .FT(K)] @ FT(K,@) =E’;+, 
if and only if 
for some unit S, E 92 2” m. 
Proof. 1: Assume that 5 = I& - IkJ has the inner-outer factorization 
GV - GU = OS,, where 6 E SZ P,” p is an inner function and S, E 
G?P Exp is a unit. Using the expression for PI,,, 0) in the previous lemma, 
= T ti* 
[ 1 
Z,‘T&%‘;) -i* 
= Z(G,@, 
as the operator Tc is bijective on 3 
to show that this cmplies that 
‘2. It is now possible to apply Lemma 2.5 
Z?‘(K) + [Z(G,6)]L=X';+m, 
or equivalently, using the decomposition proved in Lemma 2.4., 
W(K) + [F(G,O) e 8(G)] =z;+,. 
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It _remains to show that the space Fr( K) is orthogonal to the space 
F(G, 0). Let f E Fr( K) and g E F(G, 0). Then 
V 
f=[ 1 UX for some x=z;, 
and 
g=T Y for some YE22 ‘-6&q. 
Hence. 
Hence S’r( K > I F(G, 01, and therefore 
[9(G) +Fr(K)] @ F(G,6) =Z;+‘? 
To prove the converse, assume now that 
[F(G) + Fr(K)] @ F(G,6) =Z;+, 
for some inner function 6 E 92 E” p. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, 
g(G) +Fr(K) =g(G) CB Z(G,@. 
This decomposition implies that 
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and therefore MG._,-,@~) = Wg, as MV - NU E 9ZW. The operator 
M&&.YP, + A? E clearly satisfies Mo*(&Z “,) = Z “2, and therefore 
This implies that S,, := 6*(&k - 6J> E L%‘G%?~ is a unit, i.e_., (h;iV - 
?kJ-‘O E L%‘G??~. It has therefore been shown that I\riV - NU = 6S,,, 
where S, is a unit. 
2: This is proved in an analogous fashion. n 
The following theorem summarizes the previous results. It gives further 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a control system to be unstable to 
order k. The importance of the result in our context is that the stability 
properties of the control system are characterized in terms of the graph of the 
plant and the transposed graph of the controller. This result generalizes the 
result on stable control systems given in [Is]. 
THEOREM 2.7. Given the assumptions of Proposition 2.2, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(UO) The pair (G, K) is unstable to order k. 
(U3) There exists an inner transfer function 6 E 9%” Lx PI of McMillan 
degree less than or equal to k such that the space A? g XZ F can be 
decomposed as 
z ;+, = [F(G) +27”(K)] @ F(G,8). 
The inner function 6 is unique up to right multiplication by a constant 
unitary matrix. 
(U4) There exists an inner transfer function 0 E 9% “,‘” * of McMillan 
degree less than or equal to k such that the space A? “2 XS? F can be 
decomposed as 
,;+m = [.57(G) +ciT’(K)] @ F?‘(K,O). 
The inner function 0 is unique up to right multiplication by a constant 
unitary matrix. 
Furthermore, 
F(G, 6) = F( K, 0). 
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Proof. The proof follows immediately, as (UO) is equivalent to (Ul) and 
(U2) by Proposition 2.2, and (Ul) is equivalent to (U3), and (U2) to (U4), by 
Proposition 2.6. The final claim follows by comparing the decompositions in 
(U3) and (U4). n 
To complete this section it is shown that it is possible to parametrize all 
controllers of a system G such that the closed-loop system is unstable to 
order k. The following theorem establishes the result in the framework of 
graphs of systems. As a corollary we obtain a generalization of the Kucera- 
Youla parametrization of all stabilizing controllers. 
The proof will use geometric ideas related to skew projections. We 
therefore first have to summarize some related results. These will also be 
useful in later parts of the paper. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Given two closed subspaces, & and B’, such that 
s%’ nd = {O}, then the skew projection onto LX? with kernel 9 is defined by 
What will be of interest to us is the skew projection onto the graph space 
of a system with kernel equal to the transposed graph space of the controller. 
The next lemma expresses this projection operator in terms of Toeplitz 
operators. Hence its norm is given in terms of the Tm norm of an TE 
transfer function. 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose the p X_ m transfer function G has a normalized 
r.c.f. and Z.c.f (N, M) and (N, M >, respectively, and an m X, p stabilizing 
controller K has a normalized r.c.f. and 1.c.f. (U, V> and (U, V). Then 
and further 
where F? = l6V - i’?U and S = CM - fiN. 
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Proof. As the controller is stabilizing, we have that 
This implies that 
[~]A?~ n [~]2?‘; =X?(G) niTT(K) = {O}. 
Hence the spaces g(G), #(K) satisfy the first condition of Definition 2.8. 
It is also possible to write down a doubly coprime factorization. 
[syh:ljl[ [:I [;]q = [(: f]> 
which implies that 
= iv -1 
[ 1 
M s [-(j 
Using this identity, one may verify that the expressions for the skew projec- 
tion operators in the statement of this lemma satisfy the requirements for a 
skew projection in Definition 2.8. The expressions for the norms of the 
projection operators follow immediately, since 
= IIs-‘llm = T(S)_l, 
as the norm of a Toeplitz operator is the 3, norm of its symbol, and the 
coprime factorizations are normalized. The expression for the norm of the 
other skew projection is proved analogously. n 
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We can now prove the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.10. 
and l.c.f,($, 61, 
Let G be a p X m transfer function with r.c.f. (N, M) 
and+t K be a stabilizing controller with r.c.f. (U, V> and 
1. c. f. (U, VI. Let U, V E %&?a f o appropriate dimensions be tight coprime 
and such that e is invertible. Let k = 1,2, . . . . Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
1. there exists an inner function 0 E 93? Exp of McMillan Agree less 
than or equal to k, such that 
2. there exists an inner function 6, E 92 P,” p of McMillan degree less 
than or equal to k and Q E sFA?~ such that 
[;]-!: = ([;I% + [ClojZ;. (3) 
Proof. It is first shown that any subspace of the form of 
in (3) satisfies the spanning condition in (2). This is proved in an almost 
identical manner to the first part of the proof of P_roposi$on 2.6. Let (gti 0,) 
be a right inner coprime factorization of o* (MV - NU), i.e. o*(A4V - 
iik) = s;o;. Note that S := b*<Ak’ - ik>g, is a unit and G1 has 
McMillan degree less than or equal to k. Using the expression for the 
orthogonal projection operator PrCc 0) in Lemma 2.4, note that 
P Z(C,b) = T 6* 
[ 1 
Z~lT~(T~~Z~lT~)-lT~,Z,-lT,,,_,-,,,,~) -hi* 
= T Z,‘T@;) = Z(G,@. 
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The rest of the argument is identical to the argument in Proposition 2.6. 
The reverse direction is now proved. Given the spannin ,. A 
it is shown that 
I 1 g &” E must be of the form in (3). As 11 
condition in (2) 
’ &” i satisfies (2) 
i? 
we have by Proposition 2.6 that Ji% - N’i? = OS,, for some unit SO and an 
inner function 0 of McMillan degree than or equal to k. Since 
I = P.@~K),,9(K) + P.F(c),,@cK) the space z i can be decomposed using 
the expressions for the skew projections in Lemma 2.9: 
where Q = S-‘(F% - L%)S,‘s^ E sZm, S = GM - C?N, and S = GV - 
@LJ. W 
In the following corollary the previous theorem is reinterpreted to give a 
parametrization of controllers that lead to a closed-loop system that is 
unstable to order k. In case of k = 0 this is nothing else but the Kucera-Youla 
parametrization of all stabilizing controllers (see e.g. [15]>. 
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COROLLARY 2.11. Given the assumptions in Theorem 2.10, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1. Tk pair (G, i> is unstable to order k, and R is proper. 
2. K = (U + NQ)(V + MQ)-’ for a Q E S?Z”,+, and det(V + 
MQ)+j Z 0, 
_ -3. K = (V + o??Y1(fi + 66) for a @ E 9Z+, and det(V + 
QN)(im> # 0. 
Proof. 1 =a 2: If (G, Z?) s unstable to order k, then given a r.c.f. (Z?, $) 
there exists an inner function 6 E 9x Exp of McMillan degree less than or 
equal to k such that the spanning condition in (U3) is satisfied. Hence by the 
previous theorem there exists a Q E 9xm and an inner function 0, of 
McMillan degree less than or equal to k such that 
and O,, Q. are clearly coprime, as U, V are coprime. This implies that 
2 = <Z.&i + NQ&V& + MQ,)-’ = (U + NQ&)(V + MQ&-’ = 
(U + NQ)(V + MQ)-‘, with Q := Q,,@ E 9Pxm, k. Further, if K is proper, 
this implies that @(V + MQ(im) # 0. 
2 =z. 1: Let K = (U + NQXV + MQ)-’ for a Q E 95’zm, k, and further 
let Q have a right inner coprime factorization Q = QO@. Then the McMil- 
lan degree of $i is less than or eq$ to kJ As 6,, Q,, are right coprime. 
there exist X, Y E 92?‘w such that X0, - YQ,, = 1. Theref,rc 
is r.c.f. of Z? for 
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where S = GM - l%V and s = &?V - GU. By the previous theorem this 
implies that 
satisfies the spanning condition, and therefore that the pair (G, K^) is unstable 
to order k by the equiv$ence of (U3) and @JO). Further, if de0 + MQ)(im) 
# 0, this implies that K is proper. 
1 t) 3: Note that (G, K) is unstable to order K if and only if (Gr, Kr ) is 
unstable to order K. The result then follows from finding all controllers that 
stabilize Gr to order K with a r.c.f. (1\1’, MT> as above and taking the 
transpose of each element in this set. W 
3. GAP BETWEEN GRAPH SPACES AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
In the previous section it was shown how order-k instability of a closed- 
loop system can be characterized in terms of spanning conditions of the graph 
of the plant and the transposed graph of the controller. In this section we are 
going to give further interpretations of these results in terms of the gap and 
minimum angle between certain graph spaces. These results generalize the 
results in [13], which were derived for stable closed-loop systems. 
For ease of notation we define the following class of inner transfer 
functions: 
Bf := (6 E ~flP,xP:~*~ = I,; (McMillan degree of 6) < k . 
> 
Therefore the class 9g = {U E %7PxP:U*U = I,}, and we define the class 
9’P, = (0). The following two technical results will be proved first. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Given t$e assumptions of Proposition 2.2. Assume 
there exists an inner function 0 E 392 P,” p of McMillan degree at most k 
such that 
[F(G) + Z’(K)] $ F(G,6) =Z;+,. (4 
For the inner function 0 E 9% z” m of McMillan degree at most k of (U2) 
and (U4) we have 
[ Z(G, 6) + ZT( K, O)] @ F(G, 6) =Z;+? 
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Proof. First note that the decomposition in (42 impli_es, byProposition 
2.6, the existence of a unit S, E 9ZW such that LVV - NU = OS,. By the 
equivalence of statements (Ul) and (U2) this implies the existence of an 
inner-outer factorization ?M - l?N = OS, where 0 E 92 2’ n’ is an inner 
function of McMillan degree at most k, which is unique up to right 
multiplication by a constant unitary function, and S E 9%’ zXm is a unit. 
Further, the following identity is also satisfied: 
F(G, 6) = FT( K, 0) (5) 
by Theorem 2.7. Consider, 
As the operator T,*:Z E 43’ i is surjective and both the operators 
are bijective, we have that 
Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.4 imply that this is equivalent to 
z ;+, = [.9(G)]’ +[F’(K)]’ 
= [ Z(G, 6) CB F(G, 6)] + [ ZT( K, 0) @ FT( K, a)] 
= [Z(G,8) + Z'(K,@)] @ F(G,@). 
Combining this decomposition with Equation (5) gives the final result. H 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G_ be a p X m transfer function, and let K be a m X p 
transfer function. Let 0 E 92 P,” p be inner. Then: 
Proof. 1: The statement follows immediately from the decomposition in 
Lemma 2.4, i.e. 
2 $+, =27(G) CB Z(G,6) e F(G,@. 
2: First note that the operators 
are isometries. Therefore, using the decomposition in Lemma 2.4, we have 
that 
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The main instability results are now stated and proved. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a p X m transfer function, and let K be a 
m X p transfer function. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(UO) The pair (G, K) is unstable to order k. 
(U5) There exists an inner transfer function 6 E 9{ such that 
(U6) There exists an inner transferfunction 6 E sS’~~ such that 
gap(.%‘r(K), Z(G,8)) < 1. 
(U7) There exists an inner transfer function 6 E sB{ such that 
Proof. (UO) * (U5): (UO) implies, by Theorem 2.7, that there exists a 
6 E St such that the space A? c X 27 y can be decomposed: 
[g(G) + Z+(K)] @ F(G,6) =Z;+“. 
This implies by Lemma 2.4 that 
g’(K) + [Z(G,@]'=Z;+", 
and therefore by Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.2 that 
This gives the result by Lemma 3.2. 
(U5) * (UO): We are going to show that (U5) implies (Ul), which is 
equivalent to @JO). First note that Lemma 3.2 implies that 
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and by the equivalence relationships in Lemma 2.5, 
27’(K) + [Z(G,@l= Hf+,. 
Therefore by the decomposition in Lemma 2.4 we have that 
gT(K) + [W) 
As (N, &i;> gre coprime, there exist 
such that NY - MX = 1. Hence 
CB F(G, 6)] =GF;+~. 
X, Y E Wzm of appropriate dimensions 
But by the above identity we have 
Note that fhe space .%@ t 8 &P, has dimension equal to the McMillan 
degree of 0, which is at most k. As Zc has a bounded inverse, this implies 
that the space Z,(&?~>’ . is a finite-dimensional space of dimension at most 
k. Therefore M~v_~uW~) IS a closed subspace of codim_ension_at most k,. 
Let &?V - NU E g3?‘m have inner-outer factorization MV - NU = O,S, 
where 0, E .9.%‘W is an inner function and S, E 9xm is an outer. As 
M,g go6T g) is closed, S, is a unit. This implies that Mb &F g > = M, I MC 
@? k) = M&$&Y 1;). Therefore the codimension of Me,w $) is at most k, an c! 
therefore 0, has McMillan degree at most k. This proves (U5) implies (Ul), 
which is equivalent to (UO). 
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@JO) * (U6): (UO) . pl’ rm res, by Theorem 2.7, that there exists a 0 E S’{ 
such that the space % i X Z y can be decomposed: 
A? ;+, = [F(G) +9’(K)] @ F(G,@) (6) 
=9’(K) + [Z(G,@]', (7) 
by Lemma 2.4. Also, Equation (7) implies, by Proposition 3.1, that there 
exists an inner function 0 E 9X zx m of McMillan degree k such that 
,;+m = [Z(G,@ + ZT(K,O)] ~3 F(G,@ 
= [Z(G,h) + ZT(K,8)] @ F*(K,O). (8) 
By Theorem 2.7 we therefore have 
z itrn = Z(G,6) + [L@-(K)]‘. (9) 
The decompositions in Equations (7) and (9) imply, by the equivalence 
relations in Lemma 2.5, that IIP,F~~K~IIPI~G,e~)) < 1 and IIPF~~K~PtF~o,e~I~Il 
< 1. These inequalities imply that 
gap(gr( K), Z(G, 6)) < 1. 
Hence (U6) holds. 
(U6) * (U7): Since 
(U6) implies by Lemma 3.2 that 
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and 
These two conditions imply (U7) by Lemma 3.2. 
(U7) a (U5): This follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. n 
In the following theorem a number of quantities that appeared earlier are 
related to one another. 
THEOREM 3.4. Given the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, further assume 
that the pair (G, K) is stable to order k. Then 
= 11 PEqK)%(C) II = IIM*U + N*VIl,, 
where G = NM-’ and K = W-’ are normalized coprime factorizations. 
Proof. We first show that 
To do this let u E S?g+“‘; then 
Let h;jV - 6kJ have inner-outer factorization h-iv - PkJ = or&,, where 6, 
is an inner function and ,?, E S?Z= is a unit. As the pair (G, K) is unstable 
to order k, then by the equivalence of (UO) and (Ul) this implies that the 
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McMillan degree of 6, is at most k. Now, 
The final equality follows because for u E <6,X !) ’ we have 
IIT~Tull = sup (T@:u, x) = sup (u&) = 0. 
XEX$ XE‘?$ 
lIdI= 1 lI*ll= 1 
This implies that 
_ - 
where 0 = 0, achieves the infimum. 
We now show that for 6 = 6, we have that 
This is the case, by Lemma 2.5, if 
P l(c,o,)@‘( K) = Z(d,). 
Noting that h;iV - ??ZJ = 6,,$,, it is straightforward to show that this condi- 
tion is satisfied by using the expression for the orthogonal projection operator 
onto the space Z(G, 6,) in Lemma 2.4. 
1108 
Now we can summarize: 
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6FLf gap(gT(K), Z(G,6)') * 
We have seen that for 6 = 8,, 
Therefore, 
where we have used in the last identities that the factorizations are normal- 
ized. That 
inf gap(F’(K), Z(G,6)) 
OEAy 
follows from Lemma 3.2. 
4. INSTABILITY AND THE INDEX OF THE BEZOUT OPERATOR 
In this section the stability of a control system will be discussed in a 
slightly different framework. It will be shown that the order of instability of 
the closed-loop system is equal to the index of an associated operator, which 
will be called the Bezout operator. This anaIysis will give an alternative 
outlook on the work in the previous sections and provide interesting links to a 
large body of work in operator theory on the index of a Fredhom operators; 
see Cordes and Labrousse 141, Douglas [S], and Nikolskii LIZ]. Here it is 
shown that the index of a Bezout operator possesses desirable geometrical 
properties. 
A Fredholm operator is defined in the usual way. 
DEFINITION 4.1. If Z is a linear operator on a Hilbert space H, then 2 
is a Fredholm operator if and only if its range is closed and dim Ker 2 and 
dim Ker Z* are finite. Further, if 2 is Fredholm, its index i(Z) is defined as 
i(Z) := dim Ker Z - dim Ker Z*. 
It is now possible to state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose the p x m transfer function C has a r.c.f. 
(N, A4) and a 1.c.f. (G:h?), and the m X p transfer function K has a r.c.f. 
(U, V) and a 1.c.f. (U, V). Then th e 0 f 11 owing statements are eqlrivalent: 
(UO) The pair (G, K) is unstable to order k. 
(U8) The Bezout operator TV*~*_u*c* is Fredholm, and its index 
i(T,7*G*_U*G* ) is less than or equal to k. 
Proof. It is shown in this proof that iU.I), which i_s e_quivalent to (UO), is 
equivalent to (WI. (Ul) * (U8): Let My - 6U = OS, be an inner-outer 
fa~to~zation. The assumptions imply th?t 0 is an inner function of McMillan 
degree less than or equal than k and S, is a unit. First note that the Bezout 
operator T~*G+_~*+ has closed range_, since T,*Q*_,*+W~) = TigTg* 
(A? i) = S? $, where we have used that S, is a unit. Also, Ker T,* ,+ _ “a~* = 
(&g)-L and KerT,**e_u*g* = {O} are both finite-dimensional. Further, 
i(Tv*G*._,*,-* ) = dim (W ?j)’ is less than or equal to k, since the McMil- 
lan degree of O is less rhan or-equal to k. 
(U8) * (Ul): Let PV - NU have a right innef--outer factorization n?-V 
- ??U = @ia, where 0 is an inner function and S, is outer. If the Bezout 
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operator is Fredholm, then its range is closed; this implies that 
closT,,*~*~u*~*@?~) = Tv*~~*_U*~*(Z~) and therefore 
2; = closT”*~*_.*,-*(~!g = T”**;*-pN*(‘z::) = T&q, 
implying that $a is a unit. Also by assumption i(T,,*,* _ u*+) is less than or 
equal to k. This implies that k > dimKer T,,*G*_~*N* - dimKer TG,_,-, 
= dimKerTb* - 0 = dim(62’;)‘. Th’ 
of O is less than or equal to k. 
is implies that the McMillan degree 
n 
5. OPTIMALLY UNSTABLE CONTROLLERS AND HANKEL-NORM 
APPROXIMATION 
In [I31 the concept of a maximally stabilizing controller was introduced 
(see also Section 1). The maximally stabilizing controller of a plant G is a 
stabilizing controller that maximizes the minimal angle between the graph of 
the plant and the transposed graph of the controller. Given the results in the 
previous sections, it is clearly possible to generalize this idea to the present 
framework. The optimal unstable controller to order k of a system G will be 
defined as the controller which maximizes the minimum angle between the 
graph of the system and the transposed graph of the controller, subject to the 
constraint that the closed-loop system is unstable to order k. Though this 
controller has little significance for design, the result is interesting in that it 
gives a geometrical interpretation of Hankel-norm approximation of non- 
square inner functions. For this reason the analysis is pursued in this section. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given a p x m system G, the optimal minimal angle 
to order k, (8 Opt> ml” k> is defined by 
cos(e;~;), := &I& cos 6Jm,,(S’(G),~‘T(K)), 
c 
where ho := {m x p transfer functions K s.t. (G, K) is unstable to order k}. 
Further, a controller achieving this i&mum is called an optimal unstable 
controller to order k. 
The following technical lemma will be needed. Similar results appear in 
Nikolskii [12], though not directly relating the McMillan degree of inner 
functions to the invertibility of Toeplitz operators with all-pass symbols. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Given two inner transfer functions 6,, 6, E 93%‘~““, 
where the McMillan degree of O, is strictly greater than that of 6,, then 
Proof. 1: Assume that the McMillan degree-of the inner function 6, is 
strictly greater than that of the inner function 0,. Also assume that TG;~, 
(Z g) = A? E. It is shown that this second assumption contradicts the first. 
If T,+o$Zi) =A?! then T~zT~k~,(Z~) = T~2(3:). Note that Tb,Th; = 
PG&! implies Pbg g (O,R’ g> = O,? g. Hence from the equivalence rela- 
tions in Lemma 2.5 we have G?? ‘2 = (O$? “,) ’ + 6,X i, implying in turn that 
PCork”gj~(62Zi)L = (6,Z~)_‘. Since the dimension of (03;)’ is equal 
to, the McMillan degree of Oi i = 1,2, the identity PCgFgj~ (6,Z “2,’ = 
(($2 :I’ implies that the McMillan degree of the inner function 0, is 
greater than or equal to that of the inner function 6,. This contradicts the 
first assumption. 
2: This is proved by showing 
. 
in& 9zp~p 116, - O,QII~ = 1. Note that T6;d,Zg + He;h$Zg) = 
that T+b(” \) # &?’ “z implies 
m 
O~O,(ZP,). Since OiO,(Z “,) is closed and H+o,Wz) is finite-dimen- 
sional, this identity implies that TG;~ 
“2, then Ker ThTh, = [9(Thao,>]’ # 
(3;) is also closed. As TG;~,(X~) #X 
IO}. This fact and the relationship 
imply that there exists a v E FZ such that II Hh,~o,vllz = 1. This implies that 
IIHhTo,ll = 1, since 1 > ll@@,ll m 
Nehari’s theorem, 
> I/ Hpb,ll 2 1. This gives the result from 
1 = IIH~,T~,pll = inf ll6T6, - QIIm = inf IlO, - GIQllm. 
QE9%-p_x~ QEL%Tp_xp 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose the p x m transfer function G has a normal - 
ized r.c.f. (AJ, M) and a normalized 1.c.f. (6, G>, and the m X p tra_ns&r 
function K has a normalized r.c.f. (U, V) and a normalized 1.c.f. (u, VI. 
1112 
Then 
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Proof. The proof that the first expression equals the third expression can 
be split into two parts. The first is to assume that 
and to show that this implies 
The second part is to assume that 
and to show that under this assumption the two expressions are equal. To 
prove the first part assume 
then by the equivalence of (U6) and (Ul) this implies that (Ak - P?U>-’ E 
szcc k. It is first also assumed that (Ak - &kJ-1 ~LK.Y~& and it is shown 
that this implies 
inf ll[ $1 - [;]Q/lm=l. 
Q~~pa”kp 
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Then it is assumed that (RV - Z?U>-’ E %9& and it is shown that this 
again implies the same result. Assume (A& - I?U>-l ~~99~; then there 
exists an wa E !IJI and a o0 E W’, 
Z’kIXi wO> = 0. For all Q E 2’ 
where ugu,, = 1, such that u,*(MV - 
P,‘kp there exists an m such that ]lQjlrn < m 
almost everywhere. Note that ti - ik E s%?Z_ and therefore w ++ (%k 
- NUXio) is a continuous function. Hence for all E such that l/m > E > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 such that ~~,,(u,*(Rv - i’?U>(iw)) < E for all w E]W~ 
- E, w0 + 6[. Now 
= inf 
QEXE;p 
11 Z - (bh’ - T’kJ)Q )I_. 
Therefore ~~,,(u~(k’ - ZkIXiw)Q(iw)) < me < 1 almost everywhere on 
the interval o E]W~ - 6, wa + 6[. Finally, almost everywhere on w l ]wa 
- 6, o0 + 6[ we have that a,,,(u~[Z - (LI?V - AkIXiw)Q(iw)]> 2 
o,,,,(vz) - om,,(u,*(MV - NUXiw)Q(io)) > 1 - me. Since this inequality 
holds for arbitrary small E > 0, this implies that ]]I - (GV - 1\7U)Q]lm = 1 
for every Q E 2Ym, k, as for any transfer function A E Z_ we have ]I Allm = 
;yFg+; y$$y gTi”‘= (v*AXiw). Now assume (e - i’?U)-l E 
LIC- tiu = OS,, 
lGxz 
m k. There exists an inner-outer factorization 
where S, is a’ unit and O is an inner function. By the 
equivalence of (U6) and (UO) the McMillan degree of 0 is greater than k. 
Now 
= inf 
QEEL:; 
11 Z - C?I$,QII, 
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For all Q E z_, k there_ exists a right inner coprime factorization Q = Q,@, 
where QN E X_, and 0, is an inner function of McMillan degree less than 
or equal to k. Therefore for all Q E z_ k, 
by Lemma 5.2. This completes the proof of the first part. 
To prove the second part assume 
(+:= inf gap(@(K), Z(G,G) < 1. 
OSBl 
Then by the equivalence of (U6) and (Ul) this implies that <ikJ - i’kJ-l 
E zm k and u= IIM*u + N*VII, by Theorem 3.4. Using Q = (1 - 
a2XfiV - &k-r, then 
As (U, V ) is a normalized coprime factorization and (+ = ! M * U _+ N* V Ilm, 
this implies, by Lemma 6.2 in 1131, that ll(M* U + N*V)(MV - NU)-lll, = 
(+(l - cr2)-li2. Hence, 
ll[ c72 < -(I - 02)(M*U + N*V)(ti - tiU)-l III m 
= [g” + (+a(1 - a2)]1’2 = CT. 
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Therefore it has been established that 
whenever info, 9fIIPFrCK) - PrCc,o) (1 < 1. The proof of the reverse equality 
for this case is analogous to the proof of Proposition 6.3 in [13]. 
The final equality can be proved analogously. W 
In Definition 5.1 an optimal unstable controller to order k was defined. 
That such a controller exists is shown in the following theorem. This theorem 
generalizes the results for stabilizing controllers in [13, 111. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppos_e the p X m transfer function G has a r.c.f. 
(N, M) and a 1.c.f. (N, M), and let u. with multiplicity 7; be the jth 
singular value of the Hankel operator wat ‘h symbol [h;l -N]*, where U, > 
@2 ’ ... > a; > *** > 0. Then 
cos (Q$ := &I& cos 0,&F(G), Z”“(K)) = a,, 
G 
where Ejr:r. < k < Cjzlrj, and LZ& = {K]K is an m X p proper rational 
function s.t. (’ G, K) is unstable to order k}. An optimal unstable controller to 
order k exists, and every optimal unstable controller has a right copm’me 
factorization (U, V> such that 
where O E 9% P,” p is an inner function such that (GV - NU)O* is a unit. 
Proof. By the basic properties of minimal angles between subspaces we 
have 
1 > cos (e;gy, := KE& COS emin(g(G), F”( K)) 
G 
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where the i&mum is less that one, as there exists a stabilizing controller. 
Now if K E Xo then infb E 9k gap(2?(K>,Z(G, 6)) = IIPFCc)Pg~Cx,ll < 1. 
If K ES& then inf,, 9k gap(S’(K>, Z(G, 0)) = 1. Hence the above opti- 
mization can be rephrased as 
by the previous proposition. First note the inequality 
The reverse inequality will now be shown, proving that the above two 
expressions are in fact equal. 
Let 
achieve the infimum in the expression on the right; its existence is proved for 
example in Glover [7]. Now 
V 
ru >o; ir IOpt 1 
otherwise it would be possible to construct a sequence oi E SY: , llvill = 1, 
i = I,.&. . . , such that 
lim V 
i-m I[ I OPt u vi =o. /I 2 
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This would imply 
11[ $1 - [ErtI/. 2 k~~([ !;*I - [;~t)uj, 
= lim Ill R* -* i-tm _N I II q =l, 2 
establishing a contradiction. Let 
V 
[ 1 
opt 
u 
E ~~CnJ 
have a right coprime factorization 
[ ;I”’ = [ ;]yQil, 
where 
As 
this implies that 
V 
[ 1 
Opt 
UN 
E 9G%?m and Q&l E LZZ~,,. 
V 
ru >o, ir Iopt 1 
and there exists an inner-outer factorization of 
1117 
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where CU,, V$ are coprime and 0 is inner; see for example [I7,2]. 
Combining these factorizations, 
[ “;]^” = [g;(@Q,‘), 
V 
[ 1 
opt 
where 
u CP 
is coprime and @QLG1 E s%‘%~,,. Hence 
It has therefore been proved that 
where the fact that 
is a standard result from Hankel-norm approximation theory [7], and further, 
K = UOPt(V”pt)-i is an optimal unstable controller to order k. 
The final claim can now be proved, in a manner almost identical to the 
second part of the previous proposition. Let IX be an optimal unstable 
controller to order k; then it has a normalized right coprime factorization 
(U,V) such that q = IIPF~G~PF~~K~II = IIM*V + N*UIl,; and h;N - NU 
has an inner outer factorization h;iV - I&J = OS”, , where 0 E ~8~ and s”, is 
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a unit. Let 
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be another factorization of this optimal controller. The proof is completed in 
a manner identical to the second part of the previous proposition, to show 
This section has proved that it is possible to construct a controller K for a 
system G that maximizes the minimum angle cos t?,,,,,(%‘(G>, gT(K)> subject 
to the constraint that the control system is unstable to order k. These results 
give an interesting interpretation to the problem of Hankel-norm approxima- 
tion of nonsquare coinner or inner transfer functions. 
Given a nonsquare coinner transfer function oci E 92?!$“, then there 
exists a “unique” minimal degree unitary dilation of 62 such that [O,*i Oil is 
a square all-pass transfer function and Oi E 92 zx(n-z). This implies that 
Oi must be a nonsquare inner transfer function. The result in this section 
prove that the problem of finding a k th-order Hankel-norm approximation of 
0: is equivalent to the problem of finding an inner function OaPP E zZ’Z 
zx(“-‘) that maximizes the angle cos IY,,,~,(O~X p-“, OaP$?’ F-1’> subject to 
the condition that the codimension of the closed space 07 F-I’ + OaPPZ 
p-” in Z I is less than or equal to k. 
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